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Computer Project:  When to Use Backslash to Solve Ax = b   Name 
________________________________ 
 
Attach a printout of your diary file. 
Purpose:  To learn about backslash and why it is usually preferred for solving  Ax = b  when  A is invertible.  
Prerequisite:  Section 2.2  
MATLAB functions used:   \,  inv, rref, format, rand, diary, hilb     Lay's Toolbox is helpful but not necessary.   
 
Background:  Suppose  A  is a square invertible matrix and you want to solve  Ax = b  for some  b.  By Theorem 5 in Section 
2.2, there is a unique solution to this system.  MATLAB provides a special operator called backslash for solving this type of 
system, and it usually gives excellent results.   It is the method people use in professional settings.  To use backslash, store  
A  and  b, then type  A\b .   
 You do know two other methods for solving  Ax = b  when  A  is invertible:  you could type  inv(A)*b , which by 
Theorem 5 must give the unique solution;  or you could type  rref([A  b])  to get the reduced echelon form of the augmented 
matrix, and then read the solution from its last column.   But backslash is preferred because the algorithm used is very 
efficient as well as accurate for most equations, and in the rare cases when its output might not be too accurate, backslash 
will warn you about that by printing a message "Matrix is close to singular or badly scaled.  Results may be inaccurate."   
 Although the algorithm used in backslash is essentially the same as the row-reduction method, it includes some "fine 
tuning" to make it more accurate, efficient and reliable than  rref.   The function  rref  was written just to help students learn 
linear algebra, so its algorithm is not as optimal and it does no error checking or warnings.  The  inv  function will give 
warnings, but calculating  A-1  requires a lot more arithmetic than row-reduction so backslash tends to be faster and to create 
less roundoff error, especially when  A  is large.1 
  
1. (MATLAB)  Use the matrices in exercises  29, 31, 39 and 41  in Section 2.2.  Create a linear system Ax = b  for each, solve 
using all three methods, then inspect to see that the solutions are almost identical.  To begin, install a diskette in your  a:  
drive and type   diary  a: backslash   to open a file called  backslash  on your diskette .  If you have Lay’s Toolbox, get data 
for exercise 29 by typing  c2s2, then  29.  Otherwise store the matrix yourself.  Then type   
 format long     (this causes 15 significant digits to be displayed for every number ) 
Now create a target vector  b  and solve  Ax = b  using all three methods: 
 b=rand(2,1)     (create a  2x1  column with random number entries) 
 A\b 
 inv(A)*b 
 rref([A  b]) 
Repeat these commands for the other exercises.  The other matrices are  3x3  or  4x4, so type  b = rand(3,1)  or  b = rand(4,1)  
to create target vectors for them.  In the Toolbox, you will see that the matrix in 39 and 41 is called  D, not  A. 
 
2. (MATLAB)  Create a matrix for which none of the methods yields an accurate solution by typing the following lines.   Use 
the semicolons as indicated so as to avoid looking at most of the large matrices and vectors created:   
 A = hilb(20);  b = rand(20,1);     (create the 20x20  Hilbert matrix and a 20x1 column) 
 x1 = A\b;   

x2 = inv(A)*b;  
 R = rref([A  b]); x3 = R(:, 21); 
 format long e 

[x1  x2  x3]       (print the three solutions side by side) 
Notice you got a warning from  A\b  and from  inv  but not from  rref.   Also notice the entries in the first two solutions are 
enormous and their entries agree in only a few digits, and the solution produced by  rref  is zero!  Clearly the warnings are 
justified -- one should be very skeptical of all these solutions.  The matrix here is called a Hilbert matrix, a type notoriously 
bad for computer arithmetic.  To see the pattern of entries in a Hilbert matrix, type  hilb(4), hilb(5).  Read more about them in 
the Project "Roundoff Error." 
 
To finish, exit MATLAB and use your favorite text editor to print the file called  backslash  on your diskette.   
____ 
 
1Caution:  When  A  is not square, or is square but not invertible, you can still ask MATLAB to calculate  A\b  but this will 
not produce what linear algebra texts call the "general solution."  Instead, it calculates a type of approximate solution called 
the "least squares solution," which is important in many applications.  To learn more, see the Project “Least Squares and 
Curve Fitting.”  To get the usual general solution for  Ax = b  when  A  is not invertible, you must reduce the augmented 
matrix and write the solution from that, using free variables if necessary.   


